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THE REXES

:, bY RoY Robinson F.l. Biol
.lJT lS difficult to believe that the Rex breeds have been in
existence.for so long that they are no longer a novelty.
Yet they have lost none of their fascination. As kittens. .

they are^full.of energy and possess the most 
"na"uii.nSantics. As adults, they are equally enchanting and leav6

one in no doubt of their affectionate natures.
The. distinguishing feature of the Rexes is the short.

sometimes plush, at other times wavy, coat. No one who
has had opportunity to feel it will ever forget the delightful
soft texture. lt is common knowledge thit there a16 two
breeds of Rex, subtly different in their coat and in their
genetic constitution. Nor is this the whole picture, for the
story of the Rexes makes interesting reading.

.The Rex type of coat has its origin in gen! mutation. In
other words, it cannot be made 6ut hai to wait upon a
genetic mistake among the genes. The first mutant to be

&tA/

Although the appearance of normal kittens was
undoubtedly disappointing in one sense, the results were
exciting in another. There were those breeders who
realized that it was now possible to have two different
Rex breeds. It wa.s soon' decided that the two Rexes
should not be interbre.d. Each should go its own way and
develop its 

- 
own 

.unique 
crraratieiisiLs--and r.rngj" oi

colo-urrs. Different standards of excellence were diafted
- 

f-or head shape. body conformation and general caniaje.
.t 

nts.pottcy was to emphasize the innate genetic differenle
but it has led to confusion. Such differJnces are valid to
differentiate the two breeds (as breeds) but the g*n"ti-
difference resides in the. respective Rex coats. Aojy type
is inherited independenrly of Rex coat and it is possinL6'io
combine either the Cornish or Devon coat with any known
body conformation that one wishes.

discovered was the Cornish, so named because it was
originated near Bodmin Moor in Cornwall. The luckv
person was a Mrs N Ennismore. The first little Rex kitten
to be born in captivity grew up to become the famous
Kallibunker; the foundation ring of all Cornish Rex. This
was in 1950 and few people realized that a distinctivelv
new breed was in the making. Kallibunker was mated to
his mother and produced, in addition to normal-coated
kittens, several with Rex coats. Eventually, suff icient
were.produced (not entirely by Kallibunker) to ensure
that the Rex would survive and prosper. Exp6rience with
breeding the Rex, and particularly with ourcrosses to
strengthen the stock and to introduce new -colours.
revealed that the Rex type of coat is inherited as a simple
recessive to normal. The implication of this was that once
the Cornish Rex could be established, it would be relied
upon to reproduce entirely Rex litters. Namely, the breed
possessed the desirable prerequisite of being fully true-
breeding.

In 1960, another momentous event occurred. A wild
tom cat living in the workings of a disused tin mine at
Buckfastleigh in Devon was observed by a Miss Cox to
have a Rex coat. In the due course of time, one of his
attendant females gave birth to a Rex kitten. Miss Cox
adopted the kitten and he matured to become the
celebrated Kirlee. Since Cornwall and Devon are adiacent
counties, it was logical to assume that the Rexes were
identical. Kirlee was mated to Cornish queens but,
surprise, surprise, the progeny were normai-coated.
Evidently, the new Rex was genetically different from the
Cornish. Furthermore, it was clear that the new Rex
mutant was inherited as a recessive. Kirlee, in fact, was
the progenitor of a new breed: the Devon Rex. Similarly
to the Cornish Rex this, too, would breed true for the Rex
coat once sufficient numbers of kittens became available.

It may be wondered how a mating between two Rex
cats could result in offspring with normal coats? The
answer is when each Rex is due to a different recessive
mutation. The Cornish Rex is due to a mutant gene
symbolized as r (a mutant from r?, normal coat) while the
Devon Rex is due to another mutant gene symbolized by
re (a mutant from Re, normal coat). The Cornish Rex has
the genetic constitution rrReRe. That is, it is Cornish Rex
due to the presence of rr but non-Devon due to ReRe.
On the other hand, the Devon Rex has the constitution
RRrere. That is, it is Devon Rex due to rere but is non-
Cornish due to FR. When the two rexes are mated
together, the Cornish will contribute genes rr?e and the
Devon the genes Fre, resulting in offspring of RrRere. AII
of thesewill be normal-coated because of therecessiveness
of r and re to R and Re, respectively. Note that it was
impossible to have this information without crossing the
two Rexes.

To understand the difference between the Cornish and
Devon Rexes, it is necessary to examine the composition
of the normal coat. Briefly, the coat of the cat is coinposeO
of the underfur and the overhairs. The former consists of
very numerous fine down hairs of uniform diameter whose
main function is to insulate the body from excessive heat
loss. The latter have more than one function and are
composed of awn and guard hairs. The awn hairs are
slightly thicker and longer than the down hairs and have a
characteristic swelling near the tip before tapering to a
fine point. They are spear-shaped in a nutshett. theii main
function is to protect the down hairs f?om abrasion. The
guard hairs are long, quite stout fibres. These, now, have
several functions. They protect the down hairs from
abrasion but their stiffness allows them to have a tactile
function. They are also equipped with erecior muscles
which are responsible for coat having the ability of
standing on end, something which most people must have
seen at one time or another.
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Both of the Rex genes modify the coat rather drastically'
First, they obviousiy reduce the length, so much so that
awn'and guard hairs now become almost the same lelOJh
as the doirn. However, the three types of hair can still be

recognized by their relative thickness. An interesting
featu-re became apparent by microscopic examination'
The Cornish Rex coat was found to have only two hair
fibres, the down and the awn. No thick guard hairs
have so far been discerned. On the other hand, the Devon
Rex coat has fibres of three thicknesses which are taken
to correspond to the down, awn and guard hairs, re-
spectively. All of the hairs are thinner than normal but can
be distinguished by their relative diameters.

The accompanying photomicrographs illustrate the
differences observed. The first is that of a Cornish Rex'
Note that all of the hairs are superficially of a uniform
thickness but close inspection should indicate that two
are a little thicker than the others. These are the awn hairs.

The second photograph is of hair from a Devon Rex. In
this, the difference between the hair types is more
obvious. Against a background of thin down hairs, two
thicker awn hairs and a still thicker guard hair should be
apparent. There is another difference between the
Cornish and Devon hairs which should be carefully noted.
The hairs of the former are of fairly uniform diameter
throughout their length, whereas those of the latter have a
"lump=y" appearance with swelling and constriction. The
Devon gene has a greater deleterious effect on the hair
structure.

An additional aspect not brought out by the photo-
micrographs is that many of the Devon awn and guard hairs
have 

-broken or flayed ends. This is most unusual for
mammalian hair is made of the usually resilient material
keratin which may bend, or even kink, but rarely breaks.
It would seem that the keratin of the Devon Rex is
different from that of a normal coat. lt could also explain
why Devon Rex so often have only stubs for whiskers'
These are perpetually being broken off, probably during
the process of grooming. Of the two Rexes the Devon has
the poorer coat because of the greater tendency for thin
or bare areas to occur on the shoulders, chest or stomach.
These may be either transitory or semi-permanent. lt.may
be added that there are notable exceptions, for the above
remarks apply to the overall picture.

ldentification of the Cornish-Devon Rex (the double
Rex rrrere, so to speak) has been uncertain until recently
but one has now been found and confirmed by breeding
tests and hair examination. The cat in question has been
mated to Cornish producing eight Rex kittens and to
Devon producing elevgn Rex kittens. Microscopic
examination of the hairs showed that the guard hairs are
absent (due to the influence of the r gene) and the awn
hairs have a lumpy or knobbly appearance (due to the
influence of the re gene). The coat is spa.rse but exquisitely
soft while the whiskers are virtually lacking. Despite this
her heterozygous offspring (Cornish carrying o!e ge!9
for Devon and Devon carrying one gene for Cornish)
are stated to Possess good coats. ;

The Cornish Devon kittens bred in later generations
had fine soft coats and when well covered in hair are not
unattractive. However it is doubtful if they will have the
dense coats of the Cornish or Devon Rex. The poorest
would resemble decidedly inferior Devon animals.
However, much will depend upon the strain background
and the success of selective breeding' lt should bd said
that the production of these individuals was not the result
of deliberate crosses but arose by accident and were not
bred in England.

The unique coat is the distinguishing feature of the Rex
breeds. The coat should be short, as dense as possible and
evenly marcelled or ripple waved. Bare patches are listed
as a serious fault and rightly so. Thin or spalse coats
should be equally condemned as serious faults. There are
those who feel that head structure and body type should
take precedence over coat quality but this is treading on

dangerous ground. For the Rex breeds the coat is every-
thing one could say. Coat quality is inherited just as much
as conformity and it is only too easy to breed Rex of good
stance but thin in coat. Allowance should be made for this
and greater emphasis should be placed on coat quality.

The two photographs of Rex cats should illustrate the
considerable difference which can exist in the calibre of
the coat. One is of a superbly-coated animal and the other
of a most inferior specimen. lt is obvious which is to be
preferred. The two cats belong to the same stud and are
ielated. The near-naked individual may look wretched but
it is as healthy and as well cared for as its companion.
lnstead of being neutered, as would be sensible in any
breed improvement scheme, it was bred from, thus
handing on the genes for the thin coat' The only method
of producing top quality animals is by breeding from the
very best. There are occasions when this policy cannot
always be put into practice but every effort should be
made in this direction. In this manner, not only will the
quality of the individuals studs be steadily raised but that
of the breed as a whole.

ln 1951 a Rex female cat was observed in the grounds
of a hospital in East Berlin by a Dr R Scheur-Karpin. She
was appropriately named Lammchen and was repeatedly
mated to one of her sons. Thus a German strain came into
being. A few were exported to the USA where they
became established. Examinations of hair samples

, ievealed that the coat was of the Cornish type: lacking
quard hairs and of relatively uniform diameter' However
it was not until 1970 that crosses between Cornish and
German Rexes could be undertaken, with the production
of all-Rex litters. This confirmed the tentative conclusions
based upon coat type. The two mutants may be regarded
as identical, although occurring independently. Lammchen
was several years of age when first observed, hence she
was the firsi Rex chronologically but not in order of
discovery.

fhe USA has been the birthplace of several Rexes' These
have been named after the States in which they w-ere

iJuno. Foi instance there was the Ohio Rex (about 1952)

t:
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which had the appearance of the Cornish form, The
Californian Rex occurred about 1960 and had long hair
but was otherwise Rex. Both of these have become
extinct.

O! greater interest is the Oregon Rex, so ably nurtured
by Mrs M Stringham. This form arose about 1959 and was
bred in larger numbers than any other American mutants.
Examination of hair samples showed that no guard hairs
were present but that the awn hairs were more well formed
thgl f typicalfor the Cornish, Matings of the Oregon Rex
with Cornish and Devon resulted in normal-coateci'kittenb.
This proved that the Oregon Rex represented a third
recessive gene, Alas the Oregon Rex may have become
extinct. lt is probably a fact of life that there is no place
in_the cat Fancy for a third Rex even if it is genetically
different.

The latest Rex novelty is the occurrence of a mutant
male in Australia. This is of the Cornish type as regards
coat but upon being mated to a Cornish produced
normal-coated progeny. lt would seem that yet another
Rex mutant has made an appearance. Several problems
have beset the breeding of this Rex and the project has
been abandoned.

It may be wondered how it is that so many Rex mutants
have been reported. The answer is that the difference of
coat is so noticeable that once the Cornish Rex was
featured in articles and photographs, the occurrence of
other Rexes also became newsworthy. lt is a matter of
record that the Devon and German Rexes would never
have been persevered with had it not been for the
publicity surrounding the development of the Cornish.

Rumour has it that a proposal is being discussed in the
USA that only one Rex should be recognised. presumably

because of the apparent resemblance, the Cornish and
Devon should compete with one another at exhibitions.
This is understandable if the numbers are few and if the
merging is solely for exhibition purposes. However one
hears that there are those who urge that the Rex should
be merged for breeding purposes. There is indeed no
compelling reasori for keeping the Cornish and German
Rexeg separate now that it has been shown that the two
.gre'gerietically identical. However the situation is very

' different for the Cornish and Devon Rexes. These are
distinct entities both genetically and in appearance upon
careful examination. ln Britain the breeding of the Cornish
and Devon Rexes to a slightly different standard has
emphasised the difference. Should the two Rexes ever be
merged the problem of breeding Rex cats will be need-
lessly complicatejj. ln unskilled hands normal-coated
kittens could appear from time to time due to mating of
animals with Cornish and Devon genes. One can imagine
the consternatiofi and probable r6crimination which-this
would cause. One answer would be to evolve the
Cornish-Devon double Rex but it seems likely that the
coat of the other animals would be too thin to wear well.
Presumably this could be overcome by selective breeding
but why go to this trouble when it is obviously more
sensible to keep the Rexes as distinct breeds as their
genetics would dictate ?

For further reading on the history and intricacies of
breeding the Rex cats the following books may be
consulted: Alison E Ashford and Grace Pond (1972) Rex,
Abyssinian and Turkish Cats (John Gifford) Phyllis
Lauder (1974) The Rex Cat (David and Charles) and Roy
Robinson (1977) Genetics for Cat Breeders (Pergamon
Press).

British Shorthair Tipped Cats
bV N Winder

WHAT lS a British Tipped Cat, what does it look like and
where did it originate?

The British Tipped is the latest breed of cat to be granted
provisional recognition by the Governing Council. lt is a
Shorthaired cat of British type that has the same coat
pattern as the Longhaired Chinchilla cat. Unlike the latter
breed it is being produced with coats tipped in any colour
accepted in the recognised British breeds and also in
chocolate and lilac. In general conformation the breed
strictly adheres to that laid down for the established
British Breeds.

The undercoat isto be as near white as possible, in those
tipped with black it is white but in the reds, creams, blues,
chocolates, lilacs etc, the undercoat will be off-white with
a faint tinge of the colour of the tipping. Coat on the back,
flanks, head, ears and tail is tipped with colour. This
tipping should be evenly distributed to give a sparkling
effect and it is the even distribution of the tipping rather
than the degree of tipping which is of paramount impor-
tance. Heavily tipped cats should not be penalised so long
as they are free from markings, in fact they are preferable to
cats which carry so little tipping that they appear almost
white.

In all colours the nose leather and pads are pink or
corresponding to the colour of tipping as near as possible.
The eyes are large and lustrous, in cats tipped with black
they are green in colour otherwise it may vary in the other
colours from orange to copper.

As far as faults are concerned any tendency towards
Foreign Shorthair type cannot be too strongly deprecated.
Attention must be paid to eye colour. An orange rim in the
eye of a green-eyed cat or a green rim in the eye of an
orange-eyed cat would both be considered wrong.

The purity of the coat is the beauty of this breed as no
other Shorthair cat has this coat pattern, therefore it should

PEERLESS ICICLE
Dam Peerless ,Silver Salena. Sire Khranwick lceberg. Note
tipping on baok and legs but white chin and chest underneath

be entirely free of tabby markings or spots. The only
exceptions to this rule are vestigial tail rings which should
not penalize an otherwise good exhibit. Kittens often show
tabby markings as babies but as they mature these
disappear. When Mrs Monica Thake, Shorthair judge


